Pageant Entries Named

11 Beauties Entered

Vicki Durochik
Becky Lollar
Nancy Lamar
Patty Conklin
Laurel Potter
Susan Badger
Lana Gage
Vicki Durochik
Nancy Lamar
Patty Conklin
11 Beauties Entered
Ash's Rocks; 'A Stone Soul Picnic'

Sheep Skins Go To Residents

Honors Assembly Held At Turner

Imagine the Number of Parts on One Car!
And Multiply That
By Our Stock of Over 500

If It's on a Car
We Have It!

We sell paint and
we specialize in color

We offer you
a wide range of colors
all free of lead pigment

Before you price any car
get a demonstration ride in a new Chevy!

Pace Hardware & Lumber
210 S. Shady
Pittsburgh Paints
Legal Advice Ups Costs, Problems

News Brief

TV PROGRAMS

CHANNEL 3

Stereotape Players

STEREOTAPE PLAYERS

6 BRANDS, 10 STYLES

TO SELECT FROM

Polaroid $54.95

WHITE’S

CHANNEL 12

Stereotape Players

STEREOTAPE PLAYERS

6 BRANDS, 10 STYLES

TO SELECT FROM

Polaroid $54.95

WHITE’S

Crime Shows Decrease Gets Scholarship

Crime Solvers Decrease

Police reports in the city were recorded in 1966, and compared to the previous year, they showed a 20% decrease in crime reports. There were fewer reports of theft, burglary, and vandalism. This decrease in crime reports is attributed to better law enforcement and increased public awareness of crime prevention.

Getting Ticked Off

Getting Ticked Off

Amana Deepfreeze

Save on Food Costs!

Amana Deepfreeze

Deep freeze with our new Amana Deepfreeze for only $199.95. Includes a 1-year warranty, a 30-day money-back guarantee, and free delivery.

IN THE SERVICE

You a Worry Bird

Start a Savings Plan

Shelby's Pampa

PACE HARDWARE

Building Supplies Supermarket